TOGETHER, CHANGE UP™ AND MANOR® PROVIDE OUTSTANDING VIRGINIA BUTTONWEED CONTROL.

Understanding the right tank mix for your weed challenge can work wonders. When it comes to Virginia buttonweed, Change Up™ and Manor® are separately fair-to-good performers. However, the combination of their respective phenoxy and sulfonylurea chemical classes in a tank mix produce excellent results. When you need performance, count on the Change Up + Manor combo.

TANK MIX FOR BERMUDAGRASS APPLICATION: 2 PT/A CHANGE UP™ + 0.5 OZ/A MANOR®

ACHIEVE VIRGINIA BUTTONWEED CONTROL AND MORE:

* A tank mix of Change Up and Manor controls 95% or more of emerged Virginia buttonweed
* Excellent herbicide solution for golf course, commercial and residential turf areas
* Excellent warm-season turf safety
* Control more than 200 grass and broadleaf weeds

Change Up + Manor applied July, 2016 | 2 pt/A + 0.5 oz/A + surfactant | Ahoskie, NC